
1-4 Players / 15-30 Minutes / Ages 12+

Components
• 4 Double-sided Player Boards
• 68 Terrain tiles
• 68 Tokens
• 1 Token Bag
• 1 Score Pad 

Rulebook
O ho! Another contender for the title of Overlord! Well, you’ve come to the right monster 
for advice! No one knows this contest better than King Croak! 

Your Objective is to craft an Overworld of such deadliness and power that heroes from across Arcadia 
will come adventuring ...and perish! The Boss with the highest Power score at the end of the game 
wins! Your Power score comes from the terrain you include on your map, and the monsters you hire. 
But that’s easier said than done; you’ll be competing with your fellow Boss Monsters over the best 
terrain and monsters you can find in the market. 

Let’s get started! Set up is 
easy.

  Each player should take 
a player board. If you are 
playing a shorter game, turn 
the 3x4 grid side face up. For a 
slightly longer contest, use the 
4x4 grid side. 

  Lay out all the terrain tiles 
from the box/ Turn all the tiles face 
down and shuffle them on the table 
top before setting them aside in a 
neat stack(s) near the play area.
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  Place all the monster, crystal, 
portal, and miniboss tokens in 
the token bag.
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  Lastly, draw four terrain tiles from 
any of the terrain tiles stacks and place 
them out on the center of the table. 
Draw four tokens from the token bag and 
randomly place the tokens just below or 
next to the four terrain tiles to make a pair 
This is the starting market. You’re ready 
to play!
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Set up



Bah! Why on Arcadia would you go to that fool Croak for a lesson in 
Overlording? That temerous tadpole wouldn’t know a dungeon from a hole in 
the ground! Let Xyxax teach you how to be the best Overlord you can be!

First off, you’ll need to determine a first player. I recommend choosing the person 
who has most recently raised a full legion of undead, but if no one is up to that simple 
task, feel free to choose a first player randomly.

Starting with the first player, each player will take a turn until every player’s board is 
full. A player’s turn consists of just two steps: Recruit and Place.

To Recruit, simply take one of the tile and token pairs available in 
the market. I’m partial to the Graveyard and Skeleton there at the front. 
Good bones on that one.

Now it’s time to Place. 1  Select an open square in the grid of your 
player board and place the terrain tile in that square. Note that some 
squares border Mountains 2 , and some border Water 3 , and some 
border both 4 ! Now you need to place your token 5 .  In this case, the 
skeleton token must be placed on top of the graveyard you just placed. 
But tokens are placed differently depending on their type.

1

Monster and miniboss tokens must be placed on 
an open terrain tile if one is available. a terrain tile 
may only ever have one token on it.

Dungeon entrances are the only kind of tile 
that may not accept a monster or miniboss. If you 
collect a monster or miniboss along with a dungeon 
entrance, place that token on an available terrain tile 
if you can. If you have no available open tiles, place 
the unused token on the side of your board.

If you have an unused monster or miniboss on the 
side of your board, on a future turn, you may place it 
onto a new tile you collect instead of the new token 
that was collected. In this case, place that new token 
on the side of your board in place of the previous 
unused Item.

Crystals and portals are always placed in your lair 
6 . Their effects are describe on page 4.

At the end of your turn replace the tile and token 
pair you took  during the recruit step with another 
pair taken from the stack and bag, respectively.

Turn Order
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Ugh! That bag of bones, Xyxax is such a windbag! No contest of Overlords is over until 
your power has been counted, and there’s no better monster to school you in the End of 
Game than Cleopatra!

The contest is over once all players have completely filled their boards with terrain tiles. When the 
final player has placed their final tile, grab your scorepad and prepare to tally each player’s score. 
The player with the highest power score wins the game!

The Forests of Arcadia are dark and deep, 
and the more you have, the darker and 
deeper they are.

Players receive a total number of points based 
on the number of forest tiles they have on their 
board:

The power of the undead lies in numbers, and the Overlord who 
owns the most Graveyards commands the greatest legions of  
undead.

Each graveyards has a base value worth between 1 and 3 points (shown 
on the right side of their text bar). Additionally, the Boss with the most 
Graveyards scores 5 points, and the Boss with the second highest 
graveyard count scores 2. If two or more Bosses are tied for either first or 
second place, all of them receive that place’s points. 

Orc Camps are intimidating projections of 
your power, but remember that Orcs will 
never tolerate a rival claim to their tribal 
symbols.

Players receive a total number of points based on 
the number of unique camp tiles they have on 
their board. Camps are distinguished by the color 
and symbol of their flag:

# of 
Forests

Total 
Points

1 1

2 3

3 6

4 10

5+ 15

# of 
Unique 
Camps

Total 
Points

1 1

2 4

3 9

4+ 16

Caves are the natural lairs of Dragons and other beasties; they 
are at their most powerful when hidden within mountains.

Each cave is worth 1 point. Any cave bordering a mountainous part of 
the map is worth an additional 2 points.

Wet and loathsome, Swamps spread wherever there is water 
and rot.

Each swamp is worth 1 point. It is also worth 1 additional point if it 
borders a watery part of the board, and 1 point more if it is next to at 
least one other swamp tile.

Dungeons lie at the center of deadly 
terrain, an enticement for the intrepid 
adventurer.

Each dungeon is worth 1 point. Each 
dungeon also gains a point for every 
unique tile type that borders it. 

Note, Borders are shared sides of each 
tile. Two tiles that touch only at a corner 
are not considered to border.

End of Game - Tiles



Crystals grant a bonus to a specific type of terrain. There are five crystals in the game, each corresponding to a terrain type. When you 
collect a crystal, always place it in your lair in the bottom right corner of your board (if playing on the 4x4 board you can place them 
anywhere to the side of your board). At the end of the game, score 1 point per terrain tile of that crystal’s type on your board. For example, if 
you collected the forest crystal and then finished the game with four forest tiles, you would score 4 points for the crystal.

Nyahh! That moldy mummy Cleopatra left out the best part of the End of Game, 
counting up your minions! Attend to me, Cerebellus, and I will educate your weaker 
brain on the fine art of scoring your tokens. 

Tokens are scored in multiple ways, depending on token type.

Monster tokens are scored based on their arrangement on the board and whether 
they match their terrain tile, or not.

Each straight line of adjacent Monster tokens of the same type is called a 
Band. Bands are scored according to the following formula:

A single monster token may be counted in both a horizontal and a vertical 
band.

Size of 
Band

Total 
Points

2 2

3 5

4 7

Matching Monsters are monsters that are placed on their 
preferred terrain type. Each matching monster on your board is 
worth 1 point. All monster tokens have an icon that matches that 
of their preferred terrain type. 

In the example to the left, the two dragons in the left-most column 
are matching monsters, as is the witch on the bottom right tile. 
Their icons match that of the terrain tiles they are on. This player 
would score an additional 3 points for matching monsters.

Minibosses are worth 2 points if they are placed on a terrain tile. 
They may be placed on any terrain tile (except dungeons) and do 
not count towards bands of monster. Minibosses do not have a 
terrain icon, only a [miniboss] icon.

In the example to the left, 
this player would score 
5 points for the row of 
there dragons and 2 more 
points for the column of 2 
dragons. The dragon at the 
corner can count towards 
both bands!

Portals are not worth any points. They are placed in your lair active-side up (the glowing side) and may be flipped used-side up to exchange 
the positions of up to two monsters or minibosses on your board.

• You may use a portal immediately when drawn OR save it for a future turn.
• The portal moves only monsters and minibosses, the terrain tiles underneath them do not move.
• If used to move one monster or miniboss, simply move the token from one tile to another of your choice.
• If used to move two monsters or minibosses, they must be moved to the other token’s tile.

Forests are Kobolds’ 
matching terrain type. They 
share the same icon. 

End of Game - Tokens
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Scoring Example

So... I see you’ve returned to the master 
for your last lesson in the in the contest 
of Overlords! Fitting that Croak should 
complete what he started.

Here we have my player board at the end of 
a four player game. As you know, once the 
last player’s board is full with terrain tiles, the 
game is over and we can start adding points. 
Let’s see what my power score is...

1  Forests are scored based on how many I 
have. My four forest tiles gives me 10 points 
total. 

2  I got one cave, but placed it next to a 
mountain range for 2 extra points. 3 points!

3  Camps are scored like forests, but only count 
unique camps. Unfortunately, both my camps 
follow the yellow banner, meaning they’re counted 
as if I just had one. Just 1 point. 

4  My two swamps are each worth one base point, plus one point for being next to another 
swamp. My first swamp gets an additional point for being by the water; 5 points total there!

5  My graveyards are worth 1 and 2 points respectively, and sadly that dust bucket Xyxax 
managed to collect more graveyards than I did, leaving me the 2nd place bonus of 2 points. 5 points 
total from graveyards. 

6  I got one dungeon, and was able to surround it with three different terrain types: a camp, a 
swamp, and two forests. 4 points total. That’s 28 power points total for tiles! Not bad at all.

7  I’ve placed matching monsters on three tiles: The forest in the top row, the graveyard in the 
bottom left-hand corner, and the swamp in the bottom row. 3 points from matching monsters!

8  By clever placement of kobolds and skeletons I’ve managed to arrange three bands of monsters: 
the three kobolds in the top row give me five points, while the two kobolds and two skeletons in 
columns give me 2 points each. That’s 9 points from bands of monsters.

9  I only found one miniboss (my boy Kid Croak, by the way!). He’s worth 2 points.

10  Lastly, I found the forest crystal, giving me 1 extra point for each of my forests.  My two portals 
aren’t worth any points at the end of the game. Still, I did very well on the tokens, picking up an 
additional 18 points. 

All told, it was a rather monstrous day for Croak, I scored 46 points. If that’s more than my four rivals 
(and I’m sure it is), I win! And remember, there can be only one! In the case ofa tie, the monster with 
the higher tile score wins!
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Player:

Tile  
Score:

Matching Monsters:

Bands:

Minibosses:

Crystals:

Token 
Score:

Total:

10
3
1

5
3+2
4
28
3
9
2
4
18
46

Xyxax Cleo Nerd Lord

CerebellusCroak


